
SIMPLY POWERFUL PROCESS AUTOMATION

Wrk makes automation
Super simple.
Get access to the power of bots, APIs, RPA, and a 
global workforce in one easy-to-use platform.

Choose from an existing 
Wrkflow Template, or we’ll 
build you one from scratch.

Your Wrkflow is customized to 
reflect your current process 
and existing software.

Step 1 Step 2
Launch your Wrkflow, and 
start receiving quality 
results the same day.

Step 3

How do we get all this technology into our Automated Wrkflows?
Each Wrkflow is powered by the optimal mix of bots, APIs, RPA, and our own 
skilled workers, matching the right tech for each task.

Get started today in 3 easy steps.

Meet with an automation specialist today! info@wrk.com | 1.888.7130.WRK



Automation doesn’t 
need to be complicated, 
to be powerful.

Integration 
Platforms

Robotic Process 
Automation

Wrk Process    
Automation

Speed to 
Launch

Fast
Hours or Days
Minimal to No support from 
IT Required

Slow
Several Months
Organization-wide Cooperation

Fast
Hours or Days
Minimal to No support from IT 
Required

Complexity Simple
Drag-n-drop connectors

Very Complex
Digitize and train entire 
process

Simple
Drag-n-drop entire process

Functionality Limited
Automates processes that 
can be delivered by public 
APIs

Powerful
Automates processes that can 
be delivered by robots

Very Powerful
Automates any type of process

Flexibility Very Flexible
Make changes in real-time

Inflexible
Have to reconfigure robots 
every time your process 
changes

Very Flexible
Make changes in real-time

Cost Low & Fixed
$5k-$50k annually

Very High
$100k to millions annually

Low & Variable
Transactional cost starting $1k

% of Work 
Automated

10%-40%
APIs deliver some 
automation but rest of the 
process remains manual

60%-80%
Majority of process is 
automated, remaining work 
routed to internal employees

90%-100%
Entire process can be automated 
including routing work to our 
community of Human Workers

Our ‘Hybrid Automation’ process 
happens automatically behind the 
scenes, so you get none of the 
headaches and all the results.

Why go with Wrk?
1 You have manual processes that 
desperately needs to be optimized.
2 You want the power of RPA, but don’t 
have the resources or budget it demands.
3 You need a solution now, not in 6 months.

Meet with an automation specialist today! info@wrk.com | 1.888.7130.WRK



Wrk can tackle complete processes 
in all major departments.

Customer Success
& Support
➜ Automate routine requests

➜ Create, prioritize, delegate and 
escalate tickets

➜ Live or automated onboarding

Sales & Marketing
➜ Qualify leads with data capture

➜ Book meetings electronically or 
by phone

➜ Automate lead nurturing

➜ Personalize decks per prospect

IT, Product & 
Development
➜ Automate QA

➜ Gather product data

➜ Participation for user testing

➜ Apply design systems

Finance & 
Administration
➜ Streamline month-end 

processes

➜ Generate, analyze and 
validate expense applications

➜ Automate inventory 
management and order 
placementHR & Operations

➜ Vet candidates and pull 
keywords from CVs

➜ Streamline payroll processes

➜ Automate end-to-end new 
hire onboarding

Meet with an automation specialist today! info@wrk.com | 1.888.7130.WRK

What can Wrk solve for me?

Not sure where to start? We’re here to help.
Our Automation Specialists will identify the perfect first use case for your team.

The Wrk Platform was built to automate your processes, providing seamless 
scaling, along with incredible cost and time savings. Wrk can … 

Automate 
tedious, manual 
processes

Transform 
unscalable 
stop-gap fixes

Provide a boost 
for Digital 
Transformation

Help you flux 
during peak 
hours or seasons

Test out new 
products or 
processes

Transform fixed 
costs to variable 
costs
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